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Abstract

1. Robust impact evaluations are needed for conservation to learn and grow as a field. Currently we lack a large body of evidence on the effects of behaviour change interventions in social-ecological systems. By uncovering mechanistic relationships and establishing causality we can refine future programmes to enhance likelihood of effectiveness. Although a range of sophisticated methodological approaches to evaluation have been developed, conceptually linking project outcomes with conservation impacts remains difficult in complex systems.

2. For example, sea turtles are one taxon in which unsustainable harvesting has been a particular problem. There have been a number of campaigns to reduce demand for sea turtle products, but we still have little evidence documenting their outcomes. We conducted the first formal impact evaluation of a conservation marketing campaign aimed at reducing the consumption of sea turtle meat and eggs. The campaign took place on the island of São Tomé, Central Africa, and included traditional mass media advertisements as well as community events. This is one of few demand reduction evaluations that has assessed both human behaviour and biological conservation outcomes. It benefited from an advantageous setting for evaluation, as nesting sea turtles are relatively easy to monitor and the island's small size and geographic isolation increased the detectability of potentially confounding factors. We found a decrease in self-reported sea turtle egg consumption and a decrease in poaching of adult sea turtles.

3. However, multiple unforeseen difficulties arose which complicated attempts at causal attribution. We were hampered by spatial spillovers, design effects from the sensitive questioning technique, concurring law enforcement and changes in biological monitoring effort. These challenges highlight the difficulties faced by practitioners seeking to apply impact evaluations in the field. We reflect on what
1 | INTRODUCTION

In a world of limited resources and pressing environmental problems, improving the efficiency and effectiveness of conservation interventions is vital (Baylis et al., 2016). We need a robust body of evidence documenting the impact of different programmes that we can draw on when designing future projects. In recognition of this, there has been a large-scale movement towards the synthesis of scientific results through tools such as systematic reviews or repositories like Conservation Evidence (www.conservationevidence.com; Dicks et al., 2014; Sutherland & Wordley, 2017). However, these are only as useful as the studies they draw on, which are often of poor quality or have a narrow focus (see, for example: Baylis et al., 2016; Josefsson et al., 2020; Thomas-Walters et al., 2019; Veríssimo & Wan, 2018). A rigorous impact evaluation should provide credible evidence by using an appropriate counterfactual to establish causal attribution (Adams et al., 2019; Ferraro, 2009). This can be accomplished through a range of methodological approaches. Randomised control trials (RCTs), for example, are considered by some to be the gold standard for determining if there is a cause–effect relationship between an intervention and any outcomes (Backmann, 2017; Kvangraven, 2020). They are not always feasible or desirable to implement however, and researchers have also developed a variety of alternative quasi-experimental designs that use techniques such as propensity score matching or regression discontinuity to control for observed and unobserved covariates (Ferraro, 2009; Margoluis et al., 2009; Schleicher et al., 2018).

Unfortunately, using these techniques to uncover mechanisms and establishing causality can be particularly difficult in socio-ecological systems (Preskill, 2009; Veríssimo et al., 2017). Many conservation issues, from the illegal wildlife trade to climate change are ‘wicked’ problems, characterised by their complexity, dynamism and intractability (Knight et al., 2019). This greatly complicates evaluations, which may have to deal with uncontrollable variables, multiple spatial and temporal scales and ecological thresholds leading to non-linear change (Hildén, 2009; Margoluis et al., 2009). Furthermore, while the stated goal may be to protect wild species or ecosystems, interventions frequently need to target human behaviours (Amel et al., 2017). Evaluators are then faced with the challenge of extrapolating from project outcomes (e.g. compliance with sustainable fishery management practices) to actual conservation impacts (e.g. recovery of fish populations; McDonald et al., 2020). This requires interdisciplinary expertise, with knowledge of both social and biological processes and a detailed understanding of conceptual linkages within complex systems (Ferraro et al., 2019; Margoluis et al., 2009).

While there has been considerable research into both impact evaluation best practices and barriers to conducting evaluations, there is little guidance available for practitioners in how to deal with difficulties that may arise in the field (Curzon & Kontoleon, 2016; McIntosh, 2019). Here we describe a case study of an evaluation of a behaviour change intervention project that faced multiple challenges, and reflect on what we as academics and practitioners can learn from the experience.

2 | CASE STUDY: SEA TURTLE CONSUMPTION IN SÃO TOMÉ

2.1 | Background

We conducted the first formal impact evaluation of a sea turtle demand reduction campaign, and one of the few demand reduction evaluations that has assessed both human behaviour and ecological conservation outcomes (Veríssimo & Wan, 2018). Demand for wildlife products is a key driver of the exploitation of wild populations of flora and fauna (Rosen & Smith, 2010). The dominant approach to combating the illegal wildlife trade has been to restrict the supply of wildlife products, through interventions such as trade bans and anti-poaching measures (Phelps et al., 2014). However, there is now an increasing focus on demand-side interventions, with the aim of reducing the market value of illegal wildlife products by influencing consumers to voluntarily change their purchasing behaviour (Thomas-Walters, Veríssimo, et al., 2020; Veríssimo & Wan, 2018). One biological group in which unsustainable commercial trade has been a particular problem is sea turtles (Donlan et al., 2010; Frazier, 2003). Due in part to this harvest they have experienced extirpations and population declines in coastal areas globally (e.g. Mancini & Koch, 2009; Nada & Casale, 2011). The illegal trade is driven by widespread demand for sea turtle meat and eggs (Campbell, 2003), and so demand reduction interventions could potentially play an important conservation role. Yet despite multiple campaigns about the plight of sea turtles dating back at least two
decades, there have been no published evaluations of their effectiveness (Graff, 1996).

São Tomé is an island off the coast of Central Africa where sea turtles have experienced severe poaching pressure. There are four species known to nest here, each threatened with extinction according to the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species (Castroviejo et al., 1994). In 2014, the Santomean government approved national legislation (Decreto-Lei n. 8/2014, of 28 April), criminalising the possession, trade and transportation of sea turtles (Vieira et al., 2016). Consumer research shows a large-scale demand for sea turtle meat in both rural and urban communities, and a high demand for sea turtle eggs in rural communities. Sea turtle meat is seen as a delicacy by many residents, and is easily accessible (Veríssimo et al., 2020). In 2003 the non-governmental organisation Mar, Ambiente e Pesca Artesanal (MARAPA) established a conservation project called Programa Tatô (https://www.progr amata to.org/) to monitor sea turtle populations and aid in their conservation by assisting with law enforcement. This has been an independent organisation since 2018.

Starting in 2016, Programa Tatô began an on-going conservation marketing campaign aimed at reducing the consumption of sea turtle meat and eggs in São Tomé. The campaign was called Tataluga—Mém Di Omali, which means ‘Sea Turtle—the mother of the sea’ in the local Forró dialect. Its design was informed by a study of consumer profiles, motivations and preferences conducted in 2015 (Veríssimo et al., 2020). The campaign featured community events, such as cooking contests to promote alternative food products, theatre performances and an association football championship and mass media components such as billboard advertisements and television and radio jingles (Figure 1; full list of activities in Supporting Information S1). The campaign brand aimed to associate sea turtles with motherhood, hoping to stimulate an emotional bond between the local people and sea turtles. The overall aim was to lessen poaching pressure on sea turtle populations by changing the social norms and attitudes of people living alongside the sea turtles and thus reducing consumption behaviours.

### 2.2 | Evaluation design

We initially designed the study as a BACI (before-after control-intervention) experiment, with assignment to treatment group occurring at village level. Five coastal fishing communities were assigned to receive the intervention, and a further three served as comparisons (demographic details in Supporting Information S2).

All the villages were surveyed prior to the start of the intervention between May and October 2016, and then again 2 years later between May and August 2018. Full details on the development of the survey instrument can be found in Veríssimo et al. (2020).

To reduce researcher bias, the questionnaires were conducted by the Santomean NGO Monte Pico, an institution with no association to Programa Tatô or sea turtle conservation. We attempted to visit each village household once and female or male respondents were identified pseudo-randomly, depending on whether the house number was even or odd. The number of households with an eligible respondent at home and willing to participate ranged from 73 to 490 per community, or ~69% of the total population (further details in Supporting Information S2). The questionnaire covered socio-demographic characteristics, consumption of sea turtle eggs and meat and attitudes and social norms around sea turtle conservation and trade (Supporting Information S3). Informed consent was given verbally, and respondents were able to withdraw at any point. The anonymity of participants was fully protected, and the questionnaire was approved by the College of Life and Environmental Sciences (Penryn) Ethics Committee at the University of Exeter (reference 2017/1755), United Kingdom.

---

**Figure 1** ‘Tataluga - Mém Di Omali’ programme logic model, demonstrating the conceptualised pathway for the expected impact of the campaign activities on sea turtle populations
Consumption of sea turtle eggs and meat was measured using the unmatched count technique (UCT). This has been widely used in social science to uncover the prevalence of a diverse range of sensitive and/or illegal behaviours, including logging (Wilfred et al., 2019), bushmeat poaching (Nuno et al., 2013) and dangerous driving (Sheppard & Earleywine, 2013). Survey respondents are randomly allocated into two groups: control and treatment (Hinsley et al., 2019). They are both shown the same list of non-sensitive statements, with the addition of the sensitive behaviour of interest for the treatment group list only. Each individual is asked how many, but not which, items apply to them. Prevalence of the sensitive behaviour can then be estimated by calculating the difference in means between the two groups. Treatment status for the UCT was assigned pseudo-randomly based on the time of the day. If the watch of the surveyor marked an even number of minutes, the respondent was assigned to the treatment, if it was odd the respondent was assigned to the control. UCT questions were preceded by a non-sensitive training question about household occupations.

Due to the difficulties in accurately assessing covert illegal behaviours we also tracked biological monitoring data over the same time period. Members of Programa Tatô regularly patrolled the beaches on São Tomé during the sea turtle nesting seasons. From 2012 to 2015 beaches in four of the eight study communities were monitored daily. These four communities were all areas where Programa Tatô worked, and received the full intervention. From 2015 onwards, every single beach in all of the study communities was monitored daily. Patrollers counted the number of sea turtle nests and estimated the number of harvested sea turtles based on drag marks through the sand. We conducted repeated measure ANOVAs in R v4.0 to measure any changes.

2.3 Advantages of study context

There were several factors present in this study setting that could facilitate causal inference. São Tomé is both geographically small and isolated, allowing us to track spatial spillovers from ecological processes and behavioural responses (Baylis et al., 2016). For example, Programa Tatô is the only NGO focussed on sea turtle conservation in São Tomé, so we were confident that no external conservation campaigns were conducted concurrently. We also knew that the NGO had established strong links with key stakeholders, working since 2003 with national and local enforcement agencies as well as the Ministry of Environment. They have employed a number of residents from the local communities, whom they have been working with for many years, and have developed alternative livelihoods for former sea turtle traders.

The purpose of demand reduction campaigns is to relieve poaching pressure on threatened species by changing consumer behaviour, but few evaluations actually measure conservation impacts. In part, this is because the locations of consumer bases and harvesting sites are often geographically separated. Due again to the small size of our study location, we were able to track both consumer behaviour and conservation impacts. In addition, we benefited from the fact that during the nesting season female sea turtles are more easily accessible, whereas monitoring most animal populations is difficult and resource-intensive (Gardner et al., 2008; Sims et al., 2008). Nest counts on beaches are relatively inexpensive, do not require much expertise and have a low sampling error (Warden et al., 2017; Whiting et al., 2014). The detectability of nests is high, and it is possible to conduct a comprehensive survey of the annual nesting population. Although this does not include all demographic levels (e.g. juveniles or males), it is a useful indicator of population abundance (Whiting et al., 2013). It is also comparatively easy to detect poaching activity for adult sea turtles. Their large size means they need to be dragged away rather than carried, leaving evident marks in the sand that can be spotted during daily beach patrols, regardless of weather conditions (Lino et al., 2010; Summers et al., 2018; Troéng & González, 1998).

2.4 Challenges in implementation and analysis

When designing project evaluations, random allocation of subjects is a simple yet effective tool to minimise bias. It theoretically establishes a robust counterfactual by controlling for both confounding factors that affect how subjects respond to the intervention, and unequal probabilities in the likelihood of being treated (Gertler et al., 2016; Pynegar et al., 2019). However, partnering with practitioners often complicates subject allocation. Prioritising the likelihood of project success over robust evaluation designs may involve building on existing relationships. This was the case with our project, where the NGO required that we assigned villages nearest to the largest nesting beaches to the intervention, as these were the ones where they had a history of working and had forged social connections. This means that the two groups of subjects, those in the target villages versus the comparison villages, were not necessarily comparable on key attributes. Initial questionnaire data showed differing levels of consumption of sea turtle products between the intervention and comparison groups (Supporting Information S2; Verissimo et al., 2020). In particular, the intervention communities reported less sea turtle meat consumption but more sea turtle egg consumption, possibly as a function of their proximity to the largest nesting beaches and major egg sources. Additionally, those in the full intervention villages had already been exposed to environmental education messages about sea turtles in the past. This may have made the villagers potentially more resistant to change, or alternatively primed them and therefore increased their openness to change.

While the restricted size of the island meant we could track spillover effects, small geographies also make it difficult to contain interventions. The mass media messages were impossible to implement in a geographically targeted way and so went island-wide. Those in the target communities received the full intervention as planned, while contamination of comparison communities meant they essentially became a mass media treatment condition (Miteva et al., 2012). Imperfect compliance in impact evaluations, a discrepancy between
assigned and actual treatment status, is always a danger for researchers (Gertler et al., 2016). Mass media is often used in conservation campaigns as it is a cheap way of reaching a wide audience, but it is difficult to control the audience composition (Veríssimo et al., 2018). To adapt, instead of using our originally intended BACI design, we developed a before–after design with two treatment conditions; the full intervention including community events, and a mass media only treatment (formerly the comparison communities). In this situation, the unintended exposure of all study participants to the mass media portions of the campaign limits what we can say about the effectiveness of the campaign. Without an appropriate control it is much harder to determine whether changes are due solely to the full intervention and/or mass media messaging, or due to changes in other external factors during the study period.

During the analysis of the UCT responses, we used generalised linear models fitted with card type (sensitive item present or not) to estimate consumption prevalence over the previous 12 months pre- and post-intervention. The coefficient estimate for the interaction between survey date and card type was used to calculate the effect size for any changes in behaviour in the two treatment conditions (Holbrook & Krosnick, 2010). In the full intervention communities we found no significant difference between the pre- and post-survey estimated for the prevalence of sea turtle meat consumption (Figure 2). However, the consumption of sea turtle eggs significantly decreased from 40% to 11% (−0.3 ± 0.14). The longitudinal nature of the study in combination with the sensitive questioning technique limited the independent variables we could fit to the behavioural model, preventing us from exploring heterogeneous outcomes between subpopulations.

The results were not so simple in the mass media only communities. We examined whether the UCT resulted in design effects that could reduce the validity of the sensitive behaviour estimates. As described by Blair and Imai (2012), design effects occur when the response behaviour to the control items is affected by introducing the sensitive item. We used a statistical test for these effects with the listed package of the software R (Blair et al., 2018). Unfortunately, statistical analysis of the UCT results revealed design effects in the post-intervention mass media only communities, affecting the validity of the behavioural estimates (Blair & Imai, 2012). Essentially the presence of the sensitive item (e.g. ‘sea turtle meat’) in the list of control items biased overall responses, with participants underreporting the numbers of species they consumed. This led to paradoxical negative percentages of consumption behaviour in the mass media only communities changed. One possible explanation for the over-sensitivity in responses to questions regarding sea turtle consumption could be the campaign activities altering social acceptability of consumption post-intervention. However, this also raises questions about the reliability of responses to the attitude and social norm sections where direct questioning was used (Supporting Information S4).

2.5 Moving from behavioural outcomes to conservation impacts

At first glance, results from the biological monitoring data appeared positive. The nesting season on São Tomé is September to April with a peak between November and February (Vieira et al., 2016). As beaches in the mass media only communities were not patrolled regularly prior to the 2015, we focussed on just the four full intervention communities for which we had daily monitoring data. The number of sea turtles harvested decreased over the study period ($F(1) = 23.59, p < 0.001$), while the number of sea turtle nests recorded on nesting beaches increased ($F(1) = 13.57, p = 0.001$; Figure 3). Closer inspection however revealed that the decrease in poaching began before the start of the campaign. We know that there were no other concurrent demand reduction campaigns or sea turtle conservation work that could have contributed to this. There were also no macro-economic shocks that could explain the change at the national level, as indicated by GDP varying little during the period of the intervention (The World Bank, 2018). We gathered additional data to search for further possible confounders.

Although the law criminalising the trade of sea turtles was enacted in 2014, initially it went unenforced and many citizens were not even aware of its existence (Vieira et al., 2016). To address this, Programa Tatô organised a National Workshop on Sea Turtle Law Enforcement Strategies with key stakeholders in April 2015. The first confiscation of traded sea turtles followed the next year, and systematic enforcement began with a mass seizure of sea turtle meat at the capital’s municipal market in November 2017 (Supporting Information S5). The lagging enforcement by law officials and presumably growing awareness of the illegality is a likely confounder of the poaching data. By raising the salience of illegal sea turtle trade

![Figure 2](image-url) Changes in estimated prevalence (SE) of sea turtle meat and egg consumption amongst citizens exposed to the full social marketing intervention before and after the study.
amongst communities, the campaign may have prompted officials to invest more resources into preventing poaching. Indeed, after the intervention respondents in all communities were more likely to say that participants in the trade should face punitive measures (Supporting Information S4). While this would be an indirect success for the campaign, it complicates our understanding of the mechanisms of any conservation benefits. Thus, we are unable to disentangle the impacts of consumer behaviour change from changing law enforcement.

In April 2017, Programa Tatô supported the establishment of an organisation called ‘Queremos ter um futuro com destino’ (‘We want a future with destiny’). Its aim was to help the main sea turtle traders in the capital’s municipal market start an alternative, legal business, likely breaking one of the links in the trade chain. Further, the very act of Programa Tatô employees walking the beach to monitor sea turtle nests may have had a deterrent effect on any would-be poacher. If the effort put into monitoring had remained the same through the study period this could be ruled out as a potential confounder. However, records kept by monitors show a steady rise in the number of hours spent patrolling beaches (Figure 4). This increase was initiated by rangers in response to rising mortality at the nesting beaches (Vieira et al., 2016). As well as acting as a confounder, it is possible that the increase in time spent patrolling could be associated with a higher detection probability for nests. This increase, as well as potential interannual variability in nesting numbers, undermines our confidence in the meaningfulness of the nesting data (Sims et al., 2008). This is not a concern for the poaching data, which decreased in spite of the additional time spent searching.

**FIGURE 4** Number of hours spent patrolling beaches in the full intervention communities across São Tomé, by nesting season

**FIGURE 3** Number of sea turtle nests (a) and harvested sea turtles (b) on beaches across São Tomé, by nesting season

3 | LESSONS LEARNT

Despite the advantageous context, our ability to infer causality was impacted by serious difficulties. We were hampered by spatial spillovers, design effects from the sensitive questioning technique, concurring law enforcement and changing monitoring protocols. Although we can reliably report on changes in outcomes in communities exposed to the full intervention, namely a decrease in self-reported sea turtle egg consumption and in sea turtle poaching, we were unable to confidently attribute these changes to any one factor. This is concerning, and encapsulates some of the difficulties faced by practitioners attempting to apply impact evaluation in the field.

One clear lesson that emerges is the value of triangulation between independent data sources. Impact evaluations should be approached with the mindset that you are seeking to disprove your hypothesis, rather than confirm it. At every stage of the evaluation it is important to consider rival explanations for your findings (Ferraro, 2009). This may require gathering more data than would be needed to make a convincing case for the success of an intervention. If we had compared poaching rates against only the first year preceding the start of the demand reduction campaign, then it would
have been easy to attribute the decline to our work. By including data from the widest time period possible we were able to spot a pre-existing trend, and investigate potential confounders. This led us to acquire seizure reports and beach monitoring protocols, and develop a more nuanced theory of change which included these additional inputs (Figure 5).

Theories of change can help create a broader understanding of the intervention context and causal pathways by requiring researchers to explicitly represent changes in inputs, outcomes and impacts (Adams et al., 2019; Baylis et al., 2016). They have been used successfully to understand the effects of conservation campaigns (Salazar et al., 2019). In this theory of change we hypothesise mechanistic relationships that are conceptually likely, but for which we either did not test or had unreliable data (Figure 5). This includes the potential deterrent effect of unforeseen increases in law enforcement and beach patrols on poaching rates. Many of the norms and attitudes the intervention targeted did not change, perhaps because they were already favourable to sea turtles, but respondents did develop negative attitudes towards the consumption of sea turtle products (Supporting Information S4). However, we cannot confidently attribute this to the campaign, as media coverage of sea turtle seizures could also be responsible for changing attitudes. The cyclical feedback loops within the system are notable. For instance, lowered poaching rates could cause lower availability of sea turtle products, which may lead to decreased consumption. A reduction in demand for sea turtles could again negatively impact poaching.

We used qualitative interviews to help develop the survey instrument, but they could also have provided valuable insights throughout the evaluation (Abu-Taleb & Murad, 1999; Drury et al., 2011). For example, regular semi-structured interviews or focus groups may have highlighted attitudes towards increasing law enforcement, refining our theory of change (Audrey et al., 2006;
Reynolds et al., 2014). Continued monitoring in this form can feed into adaptive management of a campaign, enabling the refinement of messages and approaches to increase impact (Audrey et al., 2006; Murtagh et al., 2007). Theory-based evaluations which incorporate qualitative data gain greater ability to examine the context in which any changes take place (Stem et al., 2005).

The UCT has not yet been used in a longitudinal study (Hinsley et al., 2019). We had to be explicit about the theoretical assumptions it relies upon to ensure the method of statistical analysis was valid for our purposes (Blair & Imai, 2012; Nuno & St. John, 2014). This is how we identified the design effects biasing the sea turtle consumption estimates in the mass media only communities (Blair & Imai, 2012). Unfortunately, many questioning techniques can fail in differing ways (Moshagen et al., 2014). Collecting additional data does have a cost (e.g. time, money, the goodwill of participants), but combining more than one questioning technique within a survey could compensate for individual limitations. There may be large standard errors and potential design effects with the UCT or the risk of bias with direct questioning (Nuno & St. John, 2014). Researchers and practitioners working on sensitive behaviours would benefit from investing more research into alternative sensitive questioning techniques such as the ballot box method, which do not require significantly larger sample sizes in order to avoid large standard errors (Bova et al., 2018; St. John et al., 2010). Further, multiple indicators like self-reports and biological monitoring data are useful to help us triangulate changes in hard-to-measure variables like illegal behaviours (Veríssimo et al., 2017).

The difficulty in moving from behavioural outcomes to conservation impacts should not discourage future researchers. Instead it should catalyse greater effort into developing approaches to bridge that divide. For example, using structural equation models to explore pathways between different factors in a theory of change can help better understand the linkages between different indicator types (McDonald et al., 2020). We must remember that conservation is not just about documenting biodiversity declines; it ought to help safeguard it also (Williams et al., 2020). While human behaviour is at the centre of all key threats to biodiversity, addressing those threats should not stop at measuring behavioural trends but should look into understanding if and how specific interventions benefit the species we are trying to protect (Veríssimo et al., 2017).
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